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EVELYN BILLO: “Beautiful wildlife!” “We see that in the rock art, we see hunting scenes – the native 

people with bows & arrows, quadrupeds nearby. We see an unusual panel of quadrupeds going up slope, 

verticalt. We see water birds and of course having a permanent water supply, which would’ve been 

important to the native people, is what makes Picture Canyon so wonderful.”   

Rose Houk: If you only visit one Arizona Watchable Wildlife Experience site, make it Picture Canyon. 

Ancient petroglyphs explain Picture Canyon’s name. But the combination of flowing water with forest 

and riparian habitats along the Rio de Flag gives this site an amazing diversity of bird and mammal 

life. This is still playing our hands After a long process, involving many partners and public 

participants, Picture Canyon was acquired as open space by the City of Flagstaff in 2012. Now, a mile 

of the Rio and 480 acres of forest, meadow and stream habitat have been restored.  Nearly 130 

species of birds have been recorded here, as well as many mammals.  

You can reach Picture Canyon from two directions. From the west end, just past the Wildcat Waste 

Water Treatment Plant, or from the east side via Townsend-Winona Road to the Rainbow Valley trail 

head parking area.  

On the west side, a trail leads to an overlook of a pond and marshy areas. As you walk in, check the 

telephone lines and poles for American kestrels that often hover as they hunt over the meadows. The 

large ponds and reedy vegetation immediately downstream of the treatment plant are popular areas 

for waterfowl, especially mallards, coots, and teal in the winter. In spring and summer there’s a 

changing and varied selection of warblers, finches, and buntings – indigo buntings, blue grosbeaks, 

plumbeous vireos, yellow-rumped warblers, flycatchers — and lots of swifts and swallows. In fall and 

winter keep your eyes peeled for migrants such as flocks of cedar waxwings that stop off periodically.  

The trail continues along a series of restored meandering channels fringed by willows and reeds, then 

up a small slope and  into the canyon proper – where the effluent-fed stream rushes over a waterfall.    

The overlook of the waterfall is a good first stop to look for petroglyphs on the dark boulders on the 

opposite canyon wall – binoculars can be a big help.  

Picture Canyon was the first site where Museum of Northern Arizona founder Harold Colton did 

archaeological work. He coined the name ‘Sinagua’ for the culture — “people without water”- and 

described their rock art style. Rock art specialist Evelyn Billo was among many people who worked to 



get Picture Canyon on the National Register of Historic Places – in particular because of its rock art 

designs … 

BILLO:  “It’s the first place the elements were first described that define Sinagua. This includes some of 

those animals, but mostly some of the anthropomorphs – the human figures that have round bellies and 

also very intricate beautiful blanket or pottery designs that are out there too in addition to the wonderful 

wildlife imagery.” 

 

RH: From the trailhead in Rainbow Valley on the east side of Picture Canyon, you’ll see a prairie dog 

colony in the meadow to the southeast. The trail takes you past restored ponds and riparian habitat, 

designed so that there is some buffer space between people and wildlife. The area hasn’t always 

looked this picturesque, says City of Flagstaff stormwater manager David McKee… 

DAVID MCKEE:  “it was known as Sewer Canyon. We had a 6 foot tall forest of thistle there, it was a total 

monoculture. That has been eradicated - there was also a ditch through there coming from the sewage 

plant – it was nasty! That was channelized and that disconnected all the flood plain throughout that area 

from the Rio de Flag itself.” 

RH: McKee says that initial efforts restored the historical meanders of the Rio de Flag, reconnecting 

the floodplain to the stream. With the help of many volunteers,  thousands of native plants have been 

put in, and seed harvested from other parts of the Rio. An area that used to be home to old machinery 

, cars, chunks of concrete and culverts is now completely transformed, says McKee… 

MCKEE: ”.. it’s a lost treasure for our community. And with all the efforts of all the players involved, all 

the stakeholders, we've been able to transform it back to what it was. This is an area that is surrounded 

by industrial use – we've got mining, gas facilities, WWTPs, concrete facilities & once you get into that 

area you go literally right from these industrial uses right into this beautiful place that the community 

has come together to save.” 

RH: All the more reason to be responsible and pack out your trash when you visit. If you head into the 

canyon from this eastern end, look for petroglyphs on the south-facing basalt flow to your right. The 

small wooden footbridge that crosses the stream mid-canyon makes a good marker point. Just 

downstream are open groves of large mature ponderosa pines - a great place to look for woodpeckers 

– and wildlife biologist Tad Theimer has some pointers to identifying the four main species … 

TAD THEIMER: “The four woodpeckers around here – Lewis’, Northern Flicker, hairy & acorn are really 

fairly different in their overall habits. The hairy woodpecker is the classic woodpecker – the one that 

moves up & down especially ponderosa pine trees pecking away at the bark getting at insect larvae that 

live under the bark. And so they are the classic woodpecker. White patch on the back, you might confuse 

them with some sap suckers – but the most common woodpecker in Flagstaff in winter AND summer are 

going to be the hairy woodpeckers. So that white patch on back is a good giveaway of this moderately 

sized woodpecker who behaves himself & acts like a woodpecker. The Northern Flicker is very different 



from woodpeckers he doesn’t have the black & white color we associate with woodpeckers – tends to be 

all brown with black stripes across the back & a great big white rump  patch that really shows up when it 

flies through the forest – as well as that bright orange or salmon under-wing color. But it's that white 

rump patch that really shows up. Flickers have a longer bill, they will feed on insects on trees but don’t do 

this nearly as much of excavating as hairy woodpeckers. They often feed on ants, so it’s not unusual to 

find them on the ground & flying up from the ground and basically what they are doing is flying up from 

an anthill where they’ve been feeding, using their long tongue more like an ant eater to pick up all those 

ant from an ant’s nest even probing the nest with their beak & their tongue.” 

”Acorn woodpeckers are very aptly named because they depend heavily on acorns. They live in family 

groups and those family groups will tend to have granary trees in which they’ve drilled holes  and then 

when those acorns have been produced in large numbers, they collect acorns & stick each one in its own 

hole – so you can end up with a dead ponderosa or oak tree with literally hundreds if not thousands of 

holes with acorns in them. Those granaries are defended by the extended family group against others – 

for example at head of Picture Canyon, just as you are entering the canyon look for a large dead standing 

ponderosa pine & if you wait a few minutes you’ll probably see an acorn woodpeckers come in & do 

some displays around their granary. 

The Lewis’ woodpecker less is known about that species than probably any of the other ones. It tends to 

be more solitary, so it doesn't live in these big family groups like acorn woodpeckers. It is also heavily 

dependent on acorns and it does cache them - but it doesn’t cache them in these huge granaries, they 

tend to cash their acorns and other seeds more widely dispersed in the environment. And they tend to be 

more solitary, so you'll usually see only one – maybe a pair of Lewis's woodpeckers around if you're 

around a nest. The Lewis’ woodpecker is more of an insect eater on the wing, as opposed to a bark 

gleaner – so it will also more often be seen sallying out from a perch to take a large insect on the wing. 

Lewis’s woodpeckers are really different in plumage from any other woodpecker – a lot of them have a 

black & white motif & smattering of red – but Lewis’ is completely out there – it’s got a metallic green 

back, this electric pink belly that fades to red above the face - just an incredibly beautiful woodpecker. 

When you see them if flight they look very very dark – but I encourage you to get a closer look ‘cos when 

you get them in full light they’ll light up like a Christmas tree, they’re amazing!” 

RH: Head upstream from the footbridge between November and March and you stand a chance of 

seeing an American dipper. Look in the fast-flowing stream sections just below the waterfall. These  

demure gray birds rarely stray more than two feet from water. Small brown marsh wrens are around 

in the summer – but are tricky to spot while they’re breeding. Instead, try looking in the reeds 

upstream from the bridge in early spring, when they’re at their most vocal with their distinctive 

rattling calls. Once you’ve located them by their sound, sit quietly and you may actually see them 

flitting among the reeds.  

Skunks, porcupine, wood rats & gray foxes 

RH: Notice how the cooler north-facing sides of Picture Canyon have more pine and Douglas fir, while 

the south-facing slopes support yucca and juniper. These warmer slopes are the place to go mammal 

watching - especially around dawn or dusk. With stealth, patience, and good timing, you’ll potentially 



be rewarded by a glimpse of a porcupine. Until the late 50's there was a hunters’ bounty on ‘em. 

Wildlife biologist Tad Theimer says they’re still around but can be tricky to spot… 

 

THEIMER: “Porcupines tend to be active & moving around primarily at night. That’s one reason why you 

don’t tend to see them. If they are around during the day, they’ probably sitting motionless up in a tree 

during the day – so you’re probably walking under many more porcupines than you see - you probably 

don't even know they are there. So if you come to an area where you see feeding sign – i.e. naked areas 

of trunk & limb – completely stripped of bark,in  pinyon & ponderosa, just keep your eyes open those 

trees and look for a big dark round mass something that might look like a squirrel nest. So nine times out 

of 10 it will be a squirrel nest, but that 10th time you might be lucky enough to see a porcupine perched 

in the crotch of a branch where it sits relatively immobile for most of the day. Porcupines are not very 

dense on the landscape which is why you don’t encounter them as often as you might encounter all the 

animals that are more abundant from the landscape. You can think of porcupines as arboreal beavers – 

they eat the inner bark of trees and around here they seem to prefer the pines – ponderosa pine and 

pinyon pine – they’ll eat away that hard outer bark & go for that nice juicy inner bark or cambium that's 

just under the outer bark. In some cases they can actually do severe damage to trees, by removing so 

much bark that they can actually kill all the tree that's actually above where they've been feeding. As a 

result of eating all that bark their droppings look like sawdust that's just being compacted into the shape 

of a dropping. Maybe half an inch in diameter and 2 to 3 inches long – and they are cylindrical.” 

 

RH: Elk are common here … but smaller mammals, especially raccoons and skunks, are around too. 

There are three species of skunks around -- the  most familiar here are striped skunks – they move 

between Picture Canyon and nearby suburban areas. But Theimer says there are two other less 

common skunks you might see. These are three species can be distinguished by size, color and overall 

shape - if you get close enough .. 

 

THEIMER: “The striped skunk people think is named for the stripes on the back – but actually it's not, it's 

named for the stripe that runs right down middle of the nose. Their coloration can be extremely variable 

in Flagstaff. So they can be anywhere from completely white on the back, through to the classic two 

white stripes running down the middle – so a lot of variation in color on those– so look for a nose stripe. 

The spotted skunk is much smaller, much more agile & spotted in very complex black & white pattern. It's 

named for again the spot on its nose – so on its nose instead of a stripe you'll see around or a square-ish 

spot. The hog nosed skunk is built more like a badger – it’s got a completely white back & white head, it 

lacks a stripe on the nose and it has a nose that looks more like a pig – so look for a squat stout skunk 

with an all-white back & NO stripe going down its nose - that would be the hog nose.” 

RH: Scanning the rocks on the south side of  along Picture Canyon, you might also see a mass of plant 

material tucked into a crevice – perhaps with a shiny brown ‘shellacing’ on the rock faces below. 

That’s most likely created by a ‘pack rat’  or ‘wood rat.’ There are two species in the area – the white-

throated wood rat and the Mexican wood rat. It’s difficult to tell the two apart – and you’re not likely 

to see them during daylight because they’re nocturnal – but if you do, their long narrow tails quickly 

distinguish them from rock squirrels with bushy tails.  



THEIMER: …“These are about the size of a rat – so much larger than a mouse – but are actually very 

beautiful animals – not like the Norway rat the overall gray colored animal with a scaly tail. These have a 

beautiful fawn brown top side and a snow white belly & feet, and a tail that's well-haired and is also 

typically bicolored with a dark upper side strikingly demarcated from a white underside. These are gonna 

be the animals that would get into your packs overnight if you left them out - rip things out and take 

them back to their own dens.” 

RH: Finally, keep your eyes peeled for gray foxes - they’ve been seen often on trap cameras in Picture 

Canyon.  

Outro 

RH: To learn how to recognize a gray fox at a glance and to hear about the language of our unique 

local ground squirrels – prairie dogs – take the Arizona Watchable Wildlife Experience audio tour of 

the Foxglenn Park site. 
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